SGG MIRALITE-REVOLUTION

Exclusive Mirrors for Premium Interiors
Saint-Gobain, a world leader in the habitat and construction markets, designs, manufactures and distributes high-performance building materials across the world. Saint-Gobain in India is all set to revolutionise interior spaces and expand the canvas of glass and its applications with the new Saint-Gobain Inspire, a stunning range of interior glass and solutions.
Presenting SGG Miralite-Revolution, a new generation mirror, made from the best of base glass, ensuring exceptional reflection. With an array of products to choose from - clear, tinted and high definition - these mirrors beautify any interior space.
OVERVIEW

WHY SAINT-GOBAIN MIRRORS?
Backed by a heritage of 350 years, Saint-Gobain comes armed with expertise across an array of products.

RANGE
A wide variety of mirrors to choose from.

MIRROR MANTRA
The diverse benefits of using mirrors in interior spaces.

STYLE OF CLADDING
Know about different mirror cladding options.

INSPIRATION
Mirrors inspire a range of innovative designs for interiors.

SOLUTIONS
Your one-stop shop for mirror installations.
WHY SAINT-GOBAIN MIRRORS?
PURE REFLECTIONS

DURABLE
- Uniform Coating
- Protective Back Paint

BRIGHTER
- Exceptional Clear Glass
- Low Iron Content

DISTORTION-FREE
- Distinct Grade Base Glass
- No Waviness

SUSTAINABLE
- Free of Lead and Arsenic
- Insignificant VOCs
AN ARRAY OF CHOICES
THE RANGE
MIRROR MANTRA
ILLUMINATE
Mirrors bounce back the light that fall on them, making spaces seem brighter.

ILLUSION
Mirrors create an illusionary effect, when viewed from different angles.

BIGGER
A well-placed mirror adds depth to a space, making it appear bigger in size.

DÉCOR
Mirrors make great decorative pieces and are a visual delight, lending beauty and art to spaces.
STYLE
OF CLADDING
INSPIRATION
Mirrors in Bathroom
Mirrors in Stairway
Mirrors in Furniture
Mirrors in Living Area
SOLUTIONS
Saint-Gobain Inspire introduces an exclusive range of Glass Installation accessories under Glassmate – Silicones, Tapes and Clips. These products are eco-friendly, easy-to-use glass fixing solutions that ensure safer and faster installation, leading to reduction of time and costs.

Products under Glassmate are recommended for use with all variants of lacquered glass and mirrors.
Edge Shield
For ultimate surface protection that safeguards mirrors against corrosion.

APPLICATIONS

- Mirror
- Lacquered glass

FEATURES

- Protects mirrors from corrosion
- Quick drying
- Covers up to 700 running feet

Scan to view installation video